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 Dog Kennel       Doggy Door         Leather Collar 
Enclosure used for transport or house training    door for dogs to go in and out of the house   goes around the neck for  

                 identification, used in  

                 restraint/training 

 

     
 Flexi-Leash      Leather Leash & Collar  Syringe with needle 
leash that can extend or retract   used to restrain and train your dog       used to give a medicine injection 

 

              
      Vials           Soft Muzzle     Wire Muzzle 
bottle with injectable liquid medicine used to keep dogs from barking or biting  used to keep dogs from biting 
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  Flea comb   Nail clippers    Choke chain 
comb to take out fleas from the fur tool used to cut the nails       used in training for restraint and to teach cues 

 

                 
Pooper scooper      dog in a  Dog Pen             dog harness 
tool to pick up your dog’s poop      enclosure for a dog       a restraint that goes over the chest/trunk  

             of the body   

 

             
House training pad        diaper/sanitary pants    showmanship slip 

lead 
used to house train to pee/poop on it    for dogs that are not house trained     collar/leash combo used during  

     or for female dogs in heat           showmanship 
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food & water bowls          elevated feeder 
used to serve food and water                   feeder that is off the ground for feeding better eating posture in the taller dog 
 

 
(Elizabethan) e-collar 
  collar that will prevent the dog  

    from scratching the ears or face  

                       
 

styptic powder                 identification (ID) tags   
 applied to stop bleeding                           tag that states who the owner is and owner’s contact information 

                                                     



 

 

    
 bulb syringe 
 used when delivering puppies to  

  suck fluid from mouth and nose 

       
rawhide chew toys        agility training set           whelping box 
chew toys that are made of   exercise course used for sport or play         used for a pregnant dam to  

         natural raw hide                      to have and raise puppies in                                          
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